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Film is an art form with a language and an aesthetic all its own. Since 1979, David
Bordwell, Kristin Thompson and now, Co-Author, Jeff Smith's Film Art has been the best-selling
and most widely respected introduction to the analysis of cinema. Taking a skills-centered
approach supported by examples from many periods and countries, the authors help students
develop a core set of analytical skills that will enrich their understanding of any film, in any genre.
In-depth examples deepen students' appreciation for how creative choices by filmmakers affect
what viewers experience and how they respond. Film Art is generously illustrated with more than
1,000 frame enlargements taken directly from completed films, providing concrete illustrations of
key concepts. Along with updated examples and expanded coverage of digital filmmaking, the
eleventh edition of Film Art delivers SmartBook, first and only adaptive reading experience
currently available, designed to help students stay focused, maximize study time and retain
basic concepts.

About the AuthorJeff Smith is a Professor of Film Studies in the Department of Communication
Arts at the University of Wisconsin―Madison, where he earned his Ph.D. He is the author of two
books: The Sounds of Commerce: Marketing Popular FilmMusic (1998) and Film Criticism, the
Cold War, and the Blacklist: Reading the Hollywood Reds (2014). He has also published several
articles and book chapters on the role of sound and music in American cinema. He is currently
at work on a book that traces development of the classical Hollywood film score during the
1930s that examines how studios allocated musical resources to films based on their position
within the hierarchy of prestige pictures, programmers, and “B” films.David Bordwell is Jacques
Ledoux Professor Emeritus of Film Studies in the Department of Communication Arts at the
University of Wisconsin–Madison. He also holds a Hilldale Professorship in the Humanities and
an Honorary Doctorate from the University of Copenhagen. He has also held the Kluge Chair in
Modern Culture at the Library of Congress. His books include Narration in the Fiction Film
(University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), On the History of Film Style (Harvard University Press,
1997), Planet Hong Kong: Popular Cinema and the Art of Entertainment (Harvard University
Press, 2000; 2nd ed., Irvington Way Institute Press, 2011), Figures Traced in Light: On
Cinematic Staging(University of California Press, 2005), The Way Hollywood Tells It: Story and
Style in Modern Movies (University of California Press, 2006), The Rhapsodes: How 1940s
Critics Changed American Film Culture (University of Chicago Press, 2016), and Reinventing
Hollywood: How 1940s Filmmakers Changed Movie Storytelling (University of Chicago Press,
2017). He has also written books on Carl Theodor Dreyer, Yasujiro Ozu, Sergei Eisenstein,
digital cinema, and Hong Kong film.Kristin Thompson is an Honorary Fellow in the Department
of Communication Arts at the University of Wisconsin―Madison, where she earned her Ph.D.



Her books include Eisenstein’s Ivan the Terrible (1981), Exporting Entertainment: America’s
Place in World Film Markets 1901–1934 (1985), Breaking the Glass Armor: Neoformalist Film
Analysis (1988), Storytelling in the New Hollywood: Understanding Classical Narrative
Technique (1999), Herr Lubitsch Goes to Hollywood: German and American Film after World
War I (2005), and The Frodo Franchise: The Lord of the Rings and Modern Hollywood (2007).
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Brenden G., “Rented books can be somewhat rough. Received book today. The front and the
back cover are both ripped up. Have rented books before and they weren't in this rough of shape.
I guess that is what is expected as it is a rental”

SVH_Man, “Terse book defines terms and perspectives with examples.. This terse book defines
ways to discuss film. I found it refreshed my skills as a viewer. We used this book in a film class,
and it opened up to new discussion several films I had seen before but hadn't much thought
about. My only complaint is the cost. It probably costs so much, because it's loaded with photos
from films and with quotes. It's a text book. Expect to pay.”

Emily D, “saved my wallet!. When I got this book it was around $60 on amazon to buy, and at my
school's bookstore they were selling it for $150-$200. This was one of the most effective
purchases I have ever made, not only for the price but the extremely extensive and real life
information this book provides. Perfect for a first year film student, or anyone curious in the art.”

C.Studio, “Good. Good”

Brandon Ernest Hendroff, “The Australian standard Text for Film Academics- while it
necessarily .... The Australian standard Text for Film Academics- while it necessarily loses
something from earlier editions, it shows  what is to be considered in the latest work.”

Deandre Lee Flowers, “It came fast.. I needed it quick and as soon as possible and boom! It
came so no problems here.”

Jenny, “Not best shape but cheap and readable.. It was old and bent. The book wouldn't stay
closed. However it was cheap and readable so I was able to use it.”

ECM, “A decent book. It is a hard read, and there are a lot of movies that you need to watch to
follow along with the book. I lost my attention span reading this book, and I think there are much
better books out there to discuss the making of movies.”

A WWB Production, Inc., “The only cinematic studies reference material you’ll ever need!. This
book includes every relevant reference to Film history, development, genre and technique you
will ever need!”

Brittany Sterling, “Great price. Got this for a great price! My school was selling this for double!”

Hello!, “Less expensive than book store at school!. Good for school”



The book by David Bordwell has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 382 people have provided feedback.
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